
PULP FICTION NARRATIVE

choice of using a nonlinear approach to the narrative was just to be A great example of nonlinear storytelling is the script
to Pulp Fiction.

Willis was a major star, but most of his recent films had been critical and box-office disappointments. They
take the car to the scrapyard and the Wolf leaves with his girlfriend. In January , the Pulp Fiction script was
complete. He crashes the car and him and Marcellus begin to fight; they end up in a pawn shop where the shop
owner keeps them prisoner and calls his friend Zed. From now on in, you can consider my ass retired. If good
directors accept Tarantino's implicit challenge, the movie theater could again be a great place to live in. Look
at it this way: Jules and Vincent are co-Protagonists. Brett is also killed. In terms of camera work, there are
numerous close-ups and off-screens. After choosing which weapon to use, Butch kills one of the men then
Marcellus says he will call someone to torture the man who was raping him. Butch knocks out the gimp and
almost leaves the shop before deciding to help Marcellus. Dole had not mentioned the film; he cited two
less-celebrated movies based on Tarantino screenplays, Natural Born Killers and True Romance. In the same
diner at the same time, Pumpkin and Honey bunny begin their diner robbery. Samuel L. In reality, only one
sequence is told out of order; the rest of the film unfolds exactly as it would have otherwise. Each film shook
up a tired, bloated movie industry and used a world of lively lowlifes to reflect how dull other movies had
become. A soft, moist shapeless mass of matter 2. He cast the lead actress, Angela Jones , in Pulp Fiction and
later backed the filmmakers' production of a feature-length version of Curdled. But as inventive as his
dialogue and characterizations were, the main reason everyone was talking about Pulp Fiction was its
time-shifted plot structure. In Pulp Fiction, the following genres were used throughout the film: gangster,
sporting events boxing , comedy, action, musical, mystery, romance and suspense the Adrenalin injection for
Mia With each of the narratives relying on pieces of the lurid subject matter pulp previous to it, which aided in
expressing the overall theme. On this model, the referencing of previous aesthetic forms and styles moves
beyond But they quickly realized that nobody produces shorts, so the film became a trilogy, with one section
by Tarantino, one by Avary, and one by a third director who never materialized. They take the black briefcase.
Where the book often jumps around. Janet Maslin called the film a "triumphant, cleverly disorienting journey
through a demimonde that springs entirely from Mr. Rather, he attempts to do the latter, but is delayed by his
quest for a watch and a ludicrous adventure with his briber Marsellus Wallace. Tarantino chose surf music as
the basic musical style for the film, but not, he insists, because of its association with surfing culture: "To me
it just sounds like rock and roll, even Morricone music. Zed arrives and chooses whether to rape Marcellus or
Butch first. Lovelace also appeared in the film as Laura, a waitress; she reprises the role in Jackie Brown.
Butch and Fabienne leave L. After this, they take out their guns and announce a robbery. It makes no sense.
Notice anything wonky about that layout? According to author Jason Bailey, "Quentin thought it would be
funny to have this casual observer who just happened to be there. According to Variety , the trajectory of Pulp
Fiction from Cannes launch to commercial smash "forever altered the game" of so-called independent cinema.
Here, the other hitman, Jules Winnfield, ends the robbery peacefully due to his refined state of mind. A special
focus will be laid on the relationships between the protagonists because their way of interacting is essential for
the plot. All three are connected through a prologue and an epilogue.


